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MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION 
tabled by Mr PEDINI, Mr CROUX, Mr BARBI, 
Mr van AERSSEN, Mr LANGES, Mr BARBAGLI, Mr MARCK, 
Mr KLEPSCH, Mr DESCHAMPS, Mr van HASSEL, Mrs RABBETHGE, 
Mr BROK, Mr ANTONIOZZI and Mr GEROKOSTOPOULOS 
on behalf of the Group of the European People's Party. 
with a request for topical and urgent debate 
pursuant to Rule 48 of the Rules of Procedure 
on the new situation in Bolivia following the transfer 
of power on 10 October 1982 in LA PAZ 
PE 80.293 
Or. Fr. 
A. recalling its resolution of 19.9.80 on the events in Bolivia, 
B. having taken note of the transfer of power in Bolivia by the military 
junta to the political forces, 
c. welcoming the fact that as of 1 October 1982 this has meant a return 
to a working parliamentary institution, 
D. believing that the process of democratization in Latin America and 
interparliamentary cooperation- particularly since Bolivia is a 
signatory to the Andean Pact - and hence the conditions for promoting 
international peace will thereby be strengthened, 
1. Congratulates all those in Bolivia who have worked, sometimes at 
great personal cost, to bring about this change, 
2. Calls on the Commission of the Communities in view of the new 
situation 
<a> to assist Bolivia as far as possible in its process of economic 
and social development, 
(b) to conclude the cooperation agreement with the countries of the 
Andean Pact, 
3. Instructs its President to forward this resolution to the Council 
and the Commission, to the Latin-American Parliament and to the 
authorities of the Republic of Bolivia. 
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